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OUR STORY SO FAR...
BRÚL Herbals started as a concept over 5 years ago when we decided to share 

our ideas and knowledge about herbal and natural ways of maintaining health 

and beauty.

SÄNO SIMPLIFIÉ = HEALTH SIMPLIFIED

BRÚL Herbals is born of desire for a balanced harmony between body and 

mind.

On journeys in Europe, Latin America and North Asia we came across 

wonderful people, specifically in quaint towns and villages, which reminded 

us of our families growing up. A majority of them did not use magic pills, 

rather they rely on simple natural ingredients to attain their balance in nature.

The time came to revisit old family traditional recipes to get a thoughtful 

understanding of the qualities of teas, herbs, flowers and clays. Starting out 

small with a very closed group of well-wishers, friends and extended family 

in Australia and across the world, we started blending ancient knowledge to 

suit our modern physiology and lifestyle. The response was overwhelmingly 

positive.

Our core philosophy is based on the belief that no medicine, herb, procedure 

can work without the individual working equally hard. We are born of 

compassion. All good things remain so because of love, care and affection. 

Be kind on yourself and also on others around you.

BRÚL Herbals offers a gentle helping hand in your journey towards a healthy 

mind, body and soul.
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ORGANIC
HERBAL
TEAS &
TISANÉS
CONTAIN ONLY
ORGANIC INGREDIENTS
TO BRING MAXIMUM 
BENEFITS TO YOU
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ÁST  (LOVE)

Get a gorgeous feeling of lightness from the first sip of ÁST Tisané.

This zingy flavoured detoxifying tisane helps the expulsion of accumulated toxins 

from your body as well as providing a blissful herbal escape.

Lemongrass, fennel, complemented by tulsi (holy basil) and organic goji berries, 

all known for their metabolism, fat loss and detox boosting properties, make ÁST 

and your body a true love story.

Ingredients:

-Lemongrass (Flushes out toxins), 

-Tulsi or Holy Basil (Improves digestion), 

-Goji Berries (Purify blood, prevent weight gain), 

-Nettle (Contains nutrients for a healthy liver), 

-Fennel (Helps digest and assimilate nutrients), 

-Green Tea (Contains antioxidants and bioactive substances boosting metabolism)

MÏR (PEACE)

Soothing and comforting MÏR Tisané is the perfect escape to reset your mind, 

body and soul, helping unwind and relax. Tender and calming, having a smooth 

floral flavour, slightly sweet with a refined mint finish.

Find your personal pocket of MÏR, every time you infuse this Tisané, with its se-

lective blend of ingredients, that may help to calm the nerves, relax tension in 

muscles and ease the body into a state of nourished serenity.

Ingredients:

-Valerian Root (Has a mild sedative treatment for the nervous system), 

-Lavender Flower (Helps with relaxation), 

-Lemon peel (Rests the muscles & nervous system), 

-Lemongrass (Has calming properties), 

-Peppermint (Reduces stress, allows to unwind), 

-Fennel (Enhances & improves sense of calmness & wellness)
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MOČ Tisané, powers your immune system from within to face any 

challenges, be it the changing weather, or your daily lifestyle.

A strong, chest warming and full-bodied picker-upper, with 

subtle hints of sweet licorice, vitalising zesty ginger and fresh 

floral duet of echinacea and chamomile. These herbs are 

well known for their immune-system supporting properties, 

awakening your senses and giving the lift you need.

Invigoratingly delicious, it is perfect when you need to recharge 

the body and blaze through the day.

 

Ingredients:

-Chamomile Flower (Treats colds & heals the throat), 

-Echinacea (Activates the body’s infection-fighting capacity), 

-Licorice (Supports respiratory system), 

-Lemon peel (Boosts the immune system), 

-Ginger (Prevents and treats flu, reduces fevers, opens sinuses), 

-Green Tea (Has antimicrobial & immune-stimulating qualities)

body and blaze through the day.

MOČ  (STRENGTH) MON CHÉRI (MY DEAR)

Light & delicious floral MON CHÉRI Tisané provides your internal systems 

with a liquid spa. 

This nourishing beauty elixir cleanses the body promoting health on the in-

side so you glow on the outside.

Vibrantly flavored MON CHÉRI Tisané keeps you hydrated and full of essen-

tial nutrients that may help the skin to be healthy and nurtured. The medley 

of calendula, rose petals, nettle, licorice root, green tea and dandelion, sur-

round your senses with an exotic aroma that stays with you sip after sip from 

the time you infuse this delicate Tisané.

Ingredients:

-Licorice (Moisturises skin from within), 

-Nettle (Effective against skin diseases), 

-Dandelion (Full of antioxidants and immune enhancing properties, helps skin 

stay young and fresh), 

-Calendula Flower (Improves skin firmness and hydration), 

-Rose Petals (Promotes essential collagen production), 

-Green Tea (Reduces inflammation, protects against sun damage caused by 

UV radiation)
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ZÆST (MOVEMENT)
Luxurious flavoured Tisané helps you get into the action and put your best form forward. 

Carefully blended to help improve muscle and joints wellbeing, reduce fatigue and im-

prove energy levels.

An eloquent tasting drink, with its mellow wooden flavours, lingers on your taste buds. 

A savoury delight, changing its colour from a beautiful bronze to an enriching wonderful 

deep golden hue while brewing.

Its vital ingredients gotu kola and holy basil (tulsi) both are known for their anti-inflam-

matory properties and may assist in improving circulation in the body and keep nasty 

aches away be it from age, busy work schedules, lifestyle and intensive workouts. Com-

bined with nettle, dandelion, ginger and pure green tea to provide that extra support 

towards maintaining healthy bones, muscles and body.

Ingredients:

-Gotu Kola (Relieves the discomfort in joints), 

-Dandelion (Possess essential minerals which maintain strong bones), 

-Tulsi or Holy Basil (Effective in treating joint related disorders), 

-Nettle (Reduces pain in osteoarthritis sufferers), 

-Ginger (Relieves pain and improves function of joints), 

-Green Tea (Has strong anti-inflammatory properties)

PURE GREEN

Grown in Australia, our pure green tea, is nourished with clean mountain 

airs & pure waters.

No gimmicks, local produce for the whole world to enjoy.

Rich with antioxidants, & cathecins, our green tea does just what green 

tea is supposed to do, be good for you as a part of your healthy diet.

Ingredients:

Green Tea
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WHY BRUL?

OUR CORE PRINCIPLES

Explore the world of natural ways of maintaining health and beauty with BRÚL Herbals. 

NATURAL, ORGANIC, GLUTEN FREE, CRUELTY FREE and VEGAN FRIENDLY, our products do not contain 

artificial flavours, harmful chemicals, parabens or synthetic fragrances.

We understand real quality and offer you the best among the others.

Why BRÚL Herbals Products are different from the others

1. QUALITY

We are very particular about the quality and being honest and open to our customers is the main 

objective for us. That’s why we do not “hide” any ingredient, providing the full list of components and the 

countries we source from. 

2. HEALTHY RELATED

Sourcing only pure and organic ingredients we provide the best quality and maximum benefits to your 

health and wellbeing.

3. AVAILABLE FROM PRODUCER ONLY

To maintain quality standards, we distribute our products only through our online store. This way we avoid 

duplication or long term storing in the shops. Simply and straightforward we build one-way bridge from 

the producer to the consumer. 

4. EQUAL PRICES

Having a network around the world we maintain equal prices for costumers located in different countries. 

Wherever we present our products we set the same prices for them as our customers are equal for us. 

That’s why we do not increase product prices outside of Australia, adding custom charges and shipment 

expenses to them.

5. WE DO NOT PROMISE UNREAL RESULTS

In spite of containing natural ingredients, we do not promise quick fixes or unreal results which our 

products can provide. They are no medicine and the main reason for consuming them is because they 

are worth being added to your safe healthy daily routine.

Offering BRÚL Herbals Products and sharing our vision about the natural ways of maintaining health 

and beauty, we invite you to become a part of dedicated society of people who care about the health, 

understand real quality and want to give only proven benefits to themselves.
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